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OFFICE OF THE CLAY COORDINATOR 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Dear Executive Board, 

I am beyond excited for this year and for all of the amazing things CLAY will 
do! Every year CLAY keeps getting better and better and I am very excited to see 
that trend continue. CLAY is an extremely special service as it connects McMaster 
to the Hamilton community. This conference empowers high school students to 
see the power they have and the confidence to become the future leaders their 
community.  

Last year many of the delegates attending CLAY came from Crown Ward, 
the foster care system in Ontario. I think that this was a wonderful step in the 
right direction and I would love to help develop and strengthen this partnership. 
One of the main things that I want to do this year is to really look at our outreach, 
the demographics of it and who we are reaching out to. My goal is to have as 
many delegates as possible come from the Hamilton community! I would love to 
explore other outreach strategies with my Outreach Coordinators, such as 
reaching out to Syrian refugees and NYA WEH program. I want to reach out to 
high school student who wouldn’t otherwise get this opportunity.  

Another goal that I have is to be able to sponsor as many delegates as 
possible! Since I want outreach to have more of a focus on getting delegates who 
wouldn’t otherwise have this opportunity, we would need to sponsor more 
delegates. I will go into more detail on this in my report.  

I am so excited for this year and to share my year plan with you. If you have 
any questions about anything don’t hesitate to reach out to me. 

 

Thank you so much, 

Taylor Bridgens 

CLAY Coordinator 

CLAY@msu.mcmaster.ca 
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GOALS 
 

 
 

Objective 1 Moving CLAY to Camp Trillium 

Description This year we have been fortunate enough to have been able to 
book Camp Trillium to host CLAY on the 26th, 27th, and 28th of 
May. This offers many benefits. 

Benefits - The camp is completely accessible 
- Closer than Camp Muskoka, so it will be significantly 

cheaper to rent busses 
- The camp itself is also much cheaper and therefore more 

financially accessible  

Difficulties - Booking CLAY for future years might be difficult if it is 

already fully booked. 

Long-term 
implications  

- CLAY can always be held at an accessible camp site  

- CLAY will be more financially accessible due to the lower 

cost of the camp and the transportation 

How? - Contact Joel from Camp Trillium  

- Obtain a quote 

- Visit Camp with exec team  

- Email Joel about booking out the camp for future years, 

as it gets fully booked fast  

Partners - Camp Trillium  

 
 

Objective 2 Crown Ward  
Description Crown Ward paid for 46 delegates in full last year. I am hoping 

further our connection with Crown Ward and get more 
delegates to come this year.  

Benefits - Many sponsored delegates 
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- Delegate who wouldn’t otherwise get the opportunity to 

addend CLAY 

- A welcoming supportive and validating environment 

where the delegates feel safe and comfortable 

Difficulties - A challenge from last year was getting the paperwork 

filled out as it had to go through Crown Ward, to social 

workers, to the guardians and back. Starting this process 

early would be extremely beneficial 

Long-term 
implications  

- Creating a partnership with Crown Ward so that each we 

have delegates from Crown Ward coming back  

- Being a part of these students support systems 

How? - Contacting Crown Ward 

- Having them sponsor x amount of delegates 

- Get all of the delegates from filled and signed well in 

advance of conference 

Partners - Crown Ward  

- Faculty of Social Science 

 

Objective 1 Re-vamp Training Weekend 

Description Last year was the first year that CLAY had delegates come from 
Crown Ward, so we didn’t know what to expect. After last year 
we now know that more adequate staff training is necessary. 
This would entail have a lot more training on sensitive 
disclosures. I also want to look into the possibility of having a 
trained councillor on call for the weekend or present to be there 
to support staff and delegates and be a resource in case of an 
emergency. 

Benefits - Having staff more comfortable going into conference 

weekend 
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- Having staff being trained and able to handle sensitive 

disclosures 

- Making sure the delegates can be as best supported as 

possible 

Difficulties - Finding a well-trained individual to be on call or present 

during conference weekend 

- Making sure that the training is in depth so that staff feel 

equipped to handle an situation that may arise during 

conference weekend 

Long-term 
implications  

- Staff will be well trained and able to handle difficult 

situations 

- Have a template for training in future year and feedback 

after conference on how it can be improved.  

How? - Reaching out to the Training and Recourse Coordinator to 

help build training 

- Reaching out to Crown Ward to ask for their input on the 

training 

- Talking with the Peer Support Line Coordinator, Zeinab, to 

get her input on training and resources we could use 

Partners - The Training and Recourse Coordinator 

- Crown Ward 

- Peer Support Line and other peer support services 

 

Objective 1 Improve Sessions Training 
Description Have sessions training be more hands on and interactive. Allow 

staff members to actually do the sessions to get the feel for 
them and then go over situations that may arise and brainstorm 
together how we would handle them. 
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Benefits - Allow staff members to be more comfortable with the 

sessions going into conference  

- Being more prepared for what may arise in session by 

having collectively gone over situations  

- Having hands on practice with sessions material, it would 

make it easier for staff to know what sessions materials 

go with what!   

Difficulties - Making sure all of the sessions are done in time to do this 

- Making sure all of the sessions materials are made in time 

to do this 

Long-term 
implications  

- Allow staff to be better prepared to facilitate sessions 

How? - Have a sessions training day 

- Make all of the sessions materials  

- Go through the sessions with the staff actually acting it 

out 

Partners - Sessions Coordinators and other Execs 

 

Objective 1 CLAY Summer Connector 
Description The sad thing about CLAY is that after conference is over it is 

very rare that you will get together with your whole group 
again. This initiative will allow groups to get together again in a 
structured environment and promote the idea or continual 
support, CLAY is more than just a three day weekend. This event 
would be hosted in a park in Hamilton and there will be a 
barbeque and fun games, both high and low energy, and will 
offer a chance for delegates and staff to connect outside of the 
conference setting. 

Benefits - Allowing delegates and staff to have the opportunity to 

see each other again in a structured setting  
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- It would be a fun way to bring the CLAY community back 

together and would prompt the idea of continued 

support after CLAY.  

Difficulties - Summer might be a difficult time to coordinate a date 

and get a lot of people to attend 

- Making sure there is room left over in the budget for it. 

Long-term 
implications  

- Like I have previously stated, giving delegates and staff a 

chance to reconnect, as well as to promote the idea that 

CLAY goes far beyond the three days of conference and 

that support is a continued process even after conference  

How? - Plan the event 

- Set a date and make staff members aware of it upon 

hiring  

- Let delegates know about the date during conference 

- Send out reminder emails prior to the event  

Partners - Myself and the rest of the exec members, as well as the 

city of Hamilton. 

 

Objective 1 CLAY Outreach Workshops 

Description This would be an interactive approach for outreach and a way 
for CLAY to impact more than just the 170 delegates attending 
conference. These would be leadership workshops held in 
different Hamilton schools where delegates can do a session 
and get some good takeaways from it. One purpose of these 
workshops would be to get high school students interested and 
excited about CLAY and to get the word out. CLAY has limited 
enrollment and people are not always able to make the 
conference, so this would be a way to bring CLAY to a greater 
number of high school students. This would allow CLAY to reach 
and give back to so many more students. 
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Benefits - Impacting more than just the delegates who are able to 

attend CLAY  

- Reaching out to high school students in the Hamiton area 

to promote CLAY 

Difficulties - Getting school boards to let us come in and do our 

session 

Long-term 
implications  

- Creating bonds with high schools in Hamilton 

- Impacting more than just the delegate who are able to 

attend CLAY 

- Making CLAY’s presences more appearant 

How? - Reach out to high schools 

- Create the pitch for CLAY 

- Create the session activity 

Partners - Myself and the Outreach and Sessions Coordinator and 

well as high schools in Hamilton.  

 

Objective 1 Equitable Hiring 
Description I love that CLAY has Information Nights when staff hiring 

applications come out. I think that this is a great way to allow 
people to come out, learn more about CLAY and how the hiring 
process works. I can also see that some people, may find it 
nerve wracking and intimidating coming to an info session, as 
well as, due to other conflicts, some people are just unable to 
attend. I want to create an e-book, similar to the SPARK e-
books, that describes everything about CLAY, how the 
application process works, what to expect at your interview etc. 
I would also include what days they would need to be available 
(if hired), what the cost would be (if there is a cost), that they 
would need a vulnerable sector check, and information on what 
the weekend will look like! This book could then be posted and 
spread over many different forms of media and get wide spread 
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attention and hopefully reach out to people who otherwise 
wouldn’t get this information. I think this could help level the 
playing field when applying and make it more accessible.  

Benefits - Level the playing field between returning applicants and 

people who are new to interviews 

- Allow people to gain a better understanding of what CLAY 

is, what to expect from the application process, and what 

to know before applying. 

Difficulties - Creating the e-book  

- Making sure that it reaches as many students as possible  

Long-term 
implications  

- Allowing all McMaster students the opportunity to go 

into their interview having an idea of what to expect 

- Allowing applicants to have a better understanding of 

what they are applying for and committing too before 

they apply 

How? - Work with Media and Design Coordinator to create the e-

booklet  

- Work with Exec team to come up with content and 

consult Spark and Horizons 

- Possibly creating two separate books: 

o An application and interview book that would work 

for CLAY Spark and Horizons  

o A book about CLAY and what you need to know 

going into it!  

Partners - Media and Design Coordinator 

- Spark and Horizons 
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Objective 1 Vulnerable Sector Checks 
Description No other volunteer service in Ontario would allow volunteers to 

work with minors without a background check. This is 
something that was implemented last year, that I think was so 
important and should defiantly be continued.  

Benefits - All staff working with minors (everyone) would have their 

vulnerable sector check  

Difficulties - Financial accessibility, having to pay the $25 fee to get 

the check 

Long-term 
implications  

- Very important, because otherwise we would be the only 

service working with Youth that does not require this 

check 

How? - Making applicants aware of this requirement 

Partners - Media and Design, so we can put it in our info book 

 

Objective 1 Connecting CLAY to the Community 

Description This is still a work in progress, but getting in communication 
with Labika Ghani, about more ways we can connect CLAY to 
the Hamilton community. This could be through fundraising 
events, or getting different strategies for outreach.   

Benefits - A greater insight into the Hamilton community  

- Possible having a fundraising event  

- Creating more engaging outreach  

Difficulties - The potential of the community not being responsive to 

our outreach 

Long-term 
implications  

- Creating partnerships and connections within the 

Hamilton community  

How? - Contact Labika, work with her and get her input 

Partners Labika, Community Engagement 
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Objective 1 Changing the name of SET 

Description This is just a minor change, but could have a greater impact. 
Changing the name of SET from Special Errands Team to Special 
Events Team. Not only does this name better identify what they 
actually do, but better reflects the hard work they do. I also feel 
that if there are extra walkies it would be good for SET members 
to get them.   

Benefits - SET appreciation – making sure they have the best 

possible experience and are really valued for what they 

do! 

Difficulties - Possible obtaining walkies for them to use!  

Long-term 
implications  

- More SET appreciation 

How? - Bring name change to EB 

Partners - EB 

 

Objective 1 From Long Lasting Sponsorship and Fundraising Connections 

Description This was a suggestion from one of my exec members in their 
interview. Create lasting connections with sponsors groups that 
would be will to donate a specific amount of money each year. 
That way each year you have certain sponsors who are set in 
stone. 

Benefits - Saves time when you enter the sponsorship and 

fundraising position, you have a starting place 

- The first point of contact and sponsors that are already 

set up 

- You already have a starting value 

Difficulties - Finding sponsors who would be willing to donate a 

specific amount of money each year!  
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Long-term 
implications  

- Create community partners and have an estimate of how 

much money you would definitely get going in  

How? - Reach out to sponsors and ask if they want to be a long 

term sponsor, say for the next 5 years!  

- The Bulldogs 50/50 raffle, would they be will to do this 

with us every year etc. 

Partners - Businesses in Hamilton 

  

Long-term Planning 
 

 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Financial Accessibility  

Description  Find ways to lower the Conference Fee for delegates and 

look into eliminating the Staff fee  

 Have more sponsorship and fundraising strategies to raise 

more money to sponsor delegates 

Benefits  CLAY will be more financially accessible for delegates, as 

well as the staff.  

Year 1   Look into eliminating the staff and lowering delegate cost 

and finding room elsewhere in the budget for this 

revenue.  This is looking very promising as the Camp is 

cheaper and the transportation to the camp will be 

cheaper. 

 Look into finding community sponsors and creating 

relationships that will last year to year  
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Year 2   Look at ensuring Camp Trillium is booked for CLAY next 

year. 

 Solidifying the relationships we have with community 

partners and sponsors.  

Year 3   Look at ensuring Camp Trillium is booked for CLAY next 

year. 

 Solidifying the relationships we have with community 

partners and sponsors. 

Partners - Camp Trillium 

- Sponsorship and Fundraising Coordinators 

- Entire exec team  

- Other MSU services for advice 

 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Outreach   

Description  Reach out to the Hamilton community and have the vast 

majority of delegates come from Hamilton 

 Create a lasting relationship between CLAY and Crown 

Ward as well as other groups we reach out to.   

Benefits  CLAY’s main focus is to give back to the Hamilton 

community, so it would make sense that almost all 

delegates are from Hamilton – this means stronger 

outreach to schools in Hamilton  

 Reach out to other services such as the NYA WEH 

program. Outreach to delegate who wouldn’t otherwise 

get this opportunity and who could really benefit from 

CLAY 
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Year 1    Have outreach sessions in schools in Hamilton 

 Get in contact with groups how would give students who 

wouldn’t otherwise get the opportunity to be delegates 

Year 2   Solidify connections with Hamilton Schools 

 Solidify partnership with Crown Ward and other groups 

Year 3   Solidify connections with Hamilton Schools 

 Solidify partnership with Crown Ward and other groups 

Partners - Hamilton schools 

- Crown Ward 

- NYA WEH program  

- Etc. 

 

GOALS to strive for 
 

 
 

List 5 things that you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st): 
1. Have Exec Team Hired  

2. Have our first exec meeting and go over year plans 

3. Visit Camp Trillium 

4. Schedule Meeting times for next semester 

5. Have one on ones with all Exec members  

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd): 

1. Have outreach to all of the school in Hamilton 

2. Have had many successful sponsorship and fundraising events 

3. Release Application Guide book 

4. Have hired our staff team and had volunteer socials  

5. Have events planned and the guest speaker booked 

6. Have all of the sessions complete 
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List 5 things you would like to have completed the week before conference: 

1. Have sessions manual printed 

2. Have all sessions materials made 

3. Have lanyards ready 

4. Have groups created  

5. Have everything organized and ready to go 

Master Summary 
(calendar and checklist) 

 

November  Promo planning team applications 

 Hire planning team  

 Have first exec meeting  

 Visit Camp Trillium 

 Look into getting a counselor for the CLAY weekend  

 Finalize budget for CLAY 

December  Have a fun planning team social 

 Have all in depth feedback sent out to applicants who 

asked for it 

 Have each planning team member create goals and things 

they want to accomplish over the break 

 Have busses scheduled 

 Finalize quote for camp trillium 

January   Staff Team information nights begin and our e-book is 
published and promoted  

 Committee meetings start (second week of January) 

 Staff Team Applications go out (January 23rd – February 
13th) 

 Application workshop (late January/early February) 

 Pay Camp Trillium $1000 deposit 

 Reach out to all schools 

 Have CLAY workshops planned out 
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 Have a fundraising event during Frost Week 

 Exec. Team social  

February   Staff Team applications are marked by February 19th and 
interviews go out on February 22nd 

 Interviews happen on February 24th – 26th      

 Have CLAY Workshops 

 Have fundraising event 

 Buy T-shirts 

 Exec. Team social 
March  CLAY Coffee House (first week of March)  

 Staff Team offers are released on March 1st  

 Staff Team Social  

 Fundraising Events 

 Exec. Team social 

April  Staff socials 

 Have sessions deadline for the end of April/first week of 
May  

 Exec. Team social 
May  Start making sessions bags (the key things) beginning of 

May 

 Revamped training  

 Sessions Training  

 CLAY May 27th, 28th, 29th   

 Exec. Team social 

June  Plan CLAY Reunion 

 Exec. Team social 

July   CLAY Reunion!!! (sometime in July)  
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